
Practice plans can be arranged in a 

short time of period and very 
®comfortable with SportCoaching  

TRAINER. The print-out of the 

practice plan serves you as an 

instruction guideline and coaching 

book. This facilitates the realisation  

of your sports lessons and practice 

units.

The module Drills design allows the 

generation of a central and detailed 

drills collection. The contained drill 

forms are available on-demand at 

any time in one place.

The SportManager helps you  with 

the administration of the practice 

plans and drills(Tree view structure, 

search and preview functionality etc).

On top a detailed training knowledge 

database can be created with the  

SportInfo-Manager. Sport theory,  

training informationen etc. can be 

clearly presented in a text and 

graphical form.

®The SportCoaching  LIBRARY 

contains series of themes  for 

preparing and holding sports training 

and school sports lessons. Every 

theme includes a collection of 

practice plans, drills and sports 

theory. The content is developed by 

expierenced coaches and sports 

teachers.

Aquired themes can be imported into 
®SportCoaching  TRAINER and are 

available for further access in the 

central database:

• Practice plans

• Drills collection

• Practice theory, methodology  etc.

System prerequisites: PC with PentiumPro-Processor or higher, Win95/98/NT4.0/ME/2000/XP, 64 MB memory (higher recommended), Hard disk space: 50 MB, VGA  resolution, Mouse

Please visit us at  www.GLOBALSPORT.dePrices and availibility without obligation.
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®SportCoaching  TRAINER V3

The basic version of the software 
® SportCoaching TRAINER allows 

the end-user to select one(1) sport. 

Further sports can be registered with 

the purchase of sports licences in 

addition.

Available sports: 

Perfect for sports teachers who are 

teaching multiple sports and who like 

to manage several sports with one 

software tool.

American Football, 

Basketball, Ice hockey, Field hockey, 

Handball, Soccer, Rugby, Tennis, 

Tabletennis, Volleyball etc.

SportCoaching  LIBRARY
®

®The software tool SportCoaching  

TRAINER represents a perfect way

to prepare, execute and work off 

sports, training lessons and coaching 

presentations. Objective is the 

improved and time-saving planning, 

successful coaching and the 

comfortable administration of sports 

lessons

®SportCoaching  TRAINER is 

developed for honorary and 

professional sport teachers and 

coaches in parallel. 

SportCoaching  TRAINER offers 

your students, players and teams a 

professional prepared and thought 

through training.

. This software makes it 

possible to create and collect very 

easily and fast new coaching drills, 

practice plans and ideas. 

Motivate your 

students and players with a 

challenging and diversified training.

®

SportsSoftware functionalitySportCoaching  TRAINER
®
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